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by James G. Boyle, MSADA  President 

        ith the hard-won battle in Congress last year over fran-
chise arbitrations, our community knew that we can at least 
sometimes count on our legislators to do the right thing. They 
seemed to understand that the Obama Administration’s pres-
sure on GM and Chrysler to cut loose dealers in order to save 
money was not in the interests of small businesses across the 
country.

A little more than a year later, at least one Obama Admin-
istration official seems to agree. The Special Inspector Gen-
eral for the Troubled Asset Relief Program recently concluded 
an investigation that shows what we’ve known to be true all 
along: cutting dealerships did not save money and struck at the 
core of American capitalism.

“[The] Treasury made a series of decisions that may have 
substantially contributed to the accelerated shuttering of thou-
sands of small businesses,” the report stated, “potentially add-
ing tens of thousands of workers to the already lengthy unem-
ployment rolls.”

Neil Barofsky, the TARP Special Inspector General who 
wrote the report, added that more caution should be used if 
such circumstances occur again, noting, “Such dramatic and 
accelerated dealership closings may not have been necessary 
and underscores the need for Treasury to tread very carefully 
when considering such decisions in the future.”  

Many in Congress jumped in with their take on the report, 
often criticizing the Administration for allowing the closures 
to happen. My favorite came from Republican Darrell Issa of 
California, who said the report “should serve as a wake-up call 
as to the implications of politically orchestrated bailouts and 
how putting decisions about private enterprise in the hands 

of political appointees and bureaucrats can lead to costly and 
unintended consequences.”

Obviously, despite Congress’s intentions, the arbitration 
process hasn’t been as fair and neutral as we all hoped it would 
be. Our coverage of the fallout from last year’s auto industry 
bankruptcies continues in this issue on page 15. (Part 1 ap-
peared in our June 2010 issue.)

While the media coverage of the report has been steady, 
what we’re not seeing is any outrage. What would happen to 
a dealer who went in front of Congress and lied? The report 
shows that we have been right all along to protest the forced 
exit of thousands of family businesses. Many have landed on 
their feet; others are still finding their way. But this report 
doesn’t do enough to erase the stigma that came with last 
year’s actions by our government. 

At this point, we can at least hope officials will remember 
the lessons learned before trying to dismantle some of the ba-
sic principles of our economy, and the livelihoods that go with 
them. People need to remember that “profitable business” is 
not a four letter word.

Tri-County Meeting a Success
In late June, in conjunction with our Board of Directors 

meeting in Plymouth, MSADA hosted dealers from around 
the area for a reception at the Plymouth Radisson Hotel. Deal-
ers were also able to attend the meeting itself, something we 
haven’t tried in a while and I think helps show our members 
exactly how much goes into making the Association work.

 As always, we appreciate your feedback, whether you at-
tended or would like us to have a similar meeting in your area.

W

The Truth Emerges
new government report sides with dealers on franchise cuts 
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Dealer of the Year Nominations Due August 9

The TIME Magazine Dealer of the Year has launched early this year, 
and we will be sending out nomination forms to every dealer soon. As 
always, the TIME candidate selected will be recognized as the Massa-
chusetts Dealer of the Year at our Annual Meeting in November.

We encourage every dealer to nominate someone they know who rep-
resents the best qualities of our industry. During my tenure as President, 
it has been a pleasure to see both Rick Mastria and Beth Lorenz have 

the opportunity to be recognized by their peers – and to spend time with 
them at the NADA Convention where they were recognized as a group 
of the best dealers in the country. I’m looking forward to seeing who will 
be selected as this year’s candidate.

Annual Meeting and Preview Night Preparations
While many of the details of this year’s MSADA Annual Meeting 

and New England International Auto Show Preview Night are yet to be 
announced, the events are coming together rapidly. Among the speak-
ers will be Dave Anderson, who we’ve hosted many times before, and  
Automotive News Publisher Peter Brown. RMV Registrar Rachel Kapri-
elian will also be returning to inform us of what the agency is up to and 
take our questions.

You should be expecting formal invitations to the two events in the com-
ing weeks. Even though it is four months away, we encourage you to mark 
it down on your calendars and let us know that we will see you there.

t
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“[The] Treasury made a series 
of decisions that may have 

substantially contributed to the 
accelerated shuttering of thousands 

of small businesses, potentially 
adding tens of thousands of 

workers to the already lengthy 
unemployment rolls.”  
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Legislative ACtion

              fiscal tsunami, for which the state is ill-
prepared, lurks on the horizon.

Although formal sessions of the Massachusetts 
Legislature officially end July 31, it is probably not 
the last time we will see our legislators in action 
this year.  Informal sessions will continue until the 
official close of the 2009-2010 session on January 
4, 2011, and the legislators will take up non-con-
troversial matters like bridge namings and employ-
ee sick banks.  But as the state’s fiscal woes sink 
deeper into a dark abyss, there will be a realization 
at some point that the governor and the Legislature 
will need to re-visit the current spending plan.

The state’s $27.6 billion fiscal year 2011 bud-
get, which kicked in July 1, isn’t even a month 
old yet and already the Patrick Administration is 
drawing up plans for $1 billion in spending cuts.

The FY2011 bottom-line essentially was un-
changed with a 0.2 percent increase over last year, 
but this included substantial cuts to a number of 
major accounts, like a 4 percent reduction in local 
aid to cities and towns. The budget was balanced 
using $1.36 billion in one-time revenues, includ-
ing $106 million from the state’s rainy day fund, 
blocking a statutorily required $95 million pay-
ment into the rainy day fund, and $809 million in 
left-over federal stimulus law monies.

As lawmakers struggled with spending cuts, 
state revenues continued their steady decline.  FY 
2011 revenues are projected to total $19.05 bil-
lion, an increase of 3.2 percent over the FY2010 
total of $18.46 billion, which is lower than the 
amount collected in FY 2006 and well below the 
FY 2008 peak of $20.88 billion.

As the governor affixed his signature to the 

document at the June 30 signing, he boasted the 
budget was “balanced, responsible, and on time.”  
Well, he was correct on one account – it was 
signed in time for the July 1 start of the fiscal year.

Barring some major revenue hauls, the budget 
is in such dire straits the governor and Legisla-
ture may have to take further action prior to the 
FY 2012 budget deliberations next spring, most 
likely in a lame duck session after the November 2 
elections.  At that time, everything may be on the 
table, including hiking the income, capital gains, 
vehicle excise, and gas taxes, as well as eliminat-
ing tax credits and allowances like the trade-in al-
lowance that benefits your customers.

And unless the Legislature resolves the casino 
gambling issue by July 31, which at press time is 
up in the air, that issue also could be on the table 
for a lame duck session.  After 15 years of casino 
debate, what are another few months amongst 
friends?

It is not a pretty picture our state politicians 
have painted, and we could be worse off for it.

OEM Bankruptcies – Epilogue
You probably did not know that there was such 

a person as the Special Inspector General for the 
Troubled Asset Relief Program until he made 
news recently.  On July 19 the “SIGTARP”, as 
Neil Barofsky is affectionately known, issued a 
report entitled, “Factors Affecting the Decisions 
of General Motors and Chrysler to Reduce Their 
Dealership Networks”, which was highly critical 
of the manner in which the federal government 
allowed General Motors and Chrysler to shutter 
2,000 dealerships through the bankruptcy process 

by Robert O’Koniewski, Esq. 
MSADA Executive Vice President

Fiscal Disaster 
Brewing

A  
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and outside the protections of the fran-
chise laws found in each of our fifty states. 
Instead of paraphrasing the conclusion, it 
is best to just provide it here:

“Lessons Learned: Although perhaps it 
is inevitable that public ownership of pri-
vate companies will have the effect of blur-
ring the Government’s appropriate role, 
the fact that Treasury was acting in part as 
an investor in GM and Chrysler does not 
insulate Treasury from its responsibility 
to the broader economy.  Treasury should 
have taken special care given that the Auto 
Team’s determination had the potential to 
contribute to job losses, particularly given 
that one goal of the loan agreements was 
to ‘preserve and promote jobs of American 
workers employed directly by the automak-
ers and subsidiaries and in related indus-
tries.’  This audit concludes that before the 
Auto Team rejected GM’s original, more 
gradual termination plan as an obstacle to 
its continued viability and then encouraged 
the companies to accelerate their planned 
dealership closures in order to take advan-
tage of bankruptcy proceedings, Treasury 
(a) should have taken every reasonable step 
to ensure that accelerating the dealership 
terminations was truly necessary for the 
long-term viability of the companies and 
(b) should have at least considered whether 
the benefits to the companies from the ac-
celerated terminations outweighed the costs 
to the economy that would result from po-
tentially tens of thousands of accelerated 
job losses.  Moreover, in light of the way in 
which the companies selected dealerships 
for termination, in the future, to the extent 
that Treasury takes action with respect to a 
TARP recipient that has the potential to af-
fect so many jobs in so many different com-
munities, treasury should monitor the recip-
ients’ actions to ensure that they are carried 
out in a fair and transparent manner.”

Right to Repair
After numerous procedural delays used 

to slow down the so-called “right to re-
pair” legislation since mid-February, the 
Massachusetts Senate on July 6 gave its 
approval to the bill (Senate 2517).  The 
fight has now shifted to the House of Rep-

resentatives.  The after-market parts com-
panies, using some independent repairers 
as fronts, still are aggressively promoting 
this legislation that ultimately would give 
them access to your OEMs’ trade secrets 
and intellectual property, thereby allow-
ing them to ultimately steal dealers’ ability 
to do warranty work and sell OEM parts.  
Your MSADA has been working with 
the OEMs and certain independent repair 
groups, like NESSARA and ASA, who 
also oppose the RTR bills.

The legislation now sits in the House 
Committee on Ways and Means, chaired by 
Rep. Charlie Murphy (D-Burlington).  In 
order to keep the pressure on legislators to 
oppose the bill, we issued a “Dealer Call 
to Action”, urging our members to contact 
their representatives.  We encouraged deal-
ers to have their employees call, also.  

Auto Body Labor Rates
On July 13 the Massachusetts Senate 

passed legislation supported by MSADA 
that would create a process for increasing 
the labor rate which insurers pay dealers 
and other repairers for auto body repair 
work.  The Senate gave unanimous ap-
proval to Senate 122, An Act Relative to 
Auto Body Labor Rates, and the bill now is 
before the House for consideration.  

Senate 122 would create an 11-member 
special commission within the Massachu-
setts Office of Consumer Affairs and Busi-
ness Regulation to review the insurance-
paid auto body labor rates in Massachu-
setts and nationally and establish a reim-
bursable labor rate that reflects the actual 
economics of the Commonwealth.  As you 
know all too well, since 1988, repair shops 
have been paid at a rate that presently is 
the lowest in the country at an average of 
$35.75 per hour.  This is at least $10.00 be-
low the national average and $5.00 below 
the next lowest state, Tennessee.

On Tuesday, July 20, the various groups 
supporting this legislation, including 
MSADA, held a rally at the State House 
to generate positive attention on the bill 
and to urge the House members to follow 
the Senate action.  The insurance lobby 
has long opposed this legislation, and their 

lobbyists are out in force trying to squelch 
our efforts before the conclusion of formal 
sessions on July 31. 

This legislation is a continuation of the 
study commission that issued a report in 
December 2008 regarding the labor rate 
economics in Massachusetts that MSADA 
participated on with then MSADA Vice 
President John Santilli.

Small Employer Group 
Insurance

In the March and May issues of Auto 
Dealer, I wrote about pending legislation 
that would allow association members to 
be grouped together into a small business 
health plan in an effort to strengthen nego-
tiations with one or more carriers for the 
issuance of health benefit plans that cover 
employees of qualified association mem-
bers and their dependents.  

In May the Senate passed language to 
a health care cost control bill that would 
allow for the creation of four small busi-
ness group purchasing cooperatives for 
associations, to be approved by the Com-
missioner of Insurance, limited to 15,000 
lives each.  The Senate approved the full 
bill and sent it on to the House for action.

On July 22 the House approved, 148–1, 
a small business health plan amendment 
that is much more comprehensive than the 
Senate language as part of its own version 
of the cost control legislation.  As a result 
of the differences between the House and 
Senate versions, a conference committee 
will need to sort out a final product, all by 
the July 31 deadline.  We will continue our 
lobbying efforts on this piece with the ulti-
mate goal of bringing health insurance rate 
relief to our members.

93B
Senate 2508, the redraft of our 93B 

franchise law legislation, presently is be-
fore the Senate Ways and Means Commit-
tee, which is conducting its due diligence 
on the issues in the bill and various side is-
sues now being raised by non-automotive 
parties covered in the law, like RVs and 
power sports vehicles.

t
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What is a “term agreement?” The phrase is 
used frequently in the auto industry with all 
sorts of negative connotations implied. Basi-
cally, it is industry jargon that is misused or 
misunderstood, almost always to the detri-
ment of dealers. It generally refers to any 
franchise agreement that is for a period of 
time less than that which is offered to other 
same line make franchisees. But this begs 
the question - is a short term deal, or “term 
agreement,” any different than a long term 
agreement. The simple answer is “no.” 
However, make no mistake, the gen-
eral misunderstanding of this concept 
is why manufacturers continue to use 
“term agreements” as a vicious weap-
on during negotiations between manu-
facturers and dealers. 

Every franchise relationship is a 
constant negotiation with the fran-
chisors as they increasingly attempt to push 
more financial burdens onto their dealers. 
Whether seeking to increase a dealer’s sales 
through benchmarks, or increase branding 
through dealer financed facility improve-
ments, manufacturers generally perceive 
“Renewal Time” as the most ripe opportuni-
ty to wield the threat of the term agreement 
as a sword to extract concessions and com-
mitments they could not otherwise obtain.  

Perceived Leverage
Many dealers have been faced with the di-

lemma of the offer from a manufacturer that 
“either do the renovations, or we are only 
giving you a 2 year deal”, or “your penetra-
tion needs to hit #% or we can’t give you the 
typical 6 year extension.” We cannot count 
the number of times we have expressed to 
a dealer that the rights of a dealer on a one-
year agreement are the exact same as those 
of a dealer operating under a 15-year deal. 
The simple reason why they are the same 
is because the obligations a manufacturer 
must comply with to terminate a dealer that 
is operating under a “perpetual” agreement 
are exactly the same hoops they must jump 

through if they are seeking to simply non-
renew a dealer that has operated under a 
franchise agreement for a defined term of 
years or months. 

More specifically, under M.G.L. c. 93B, 
§5, if a manufacturer seeks to terminate or 
non-renew a dealer, it must provide at least 
sixty days notice to the dealer of its inten-
tions. In either case, it is the dealer’s ob-
ligation to initiate litigation and obtain an 
injunction through the courts to stall the ter-

mination and/or maintain the status quo un-
til a court can evaluate the various elements 
that go into whether or not a dealer should 
be removed from the market.

Because all leverage is “perceived,” it is 
the perceived idea of a short window that 
usually gets dealers to cave on the manufac-
turer’s demands when in reality operating 
under a term agreement, in and of itself, does 
not place a dealer in any position different 
than his same line make competitors. Ac-
cordingly, while the reality of the similarities 
between a term agreement and a perpetual 
agreement are far different than the percep-
tion, it is the perception and/or the stigma 
that goes along with term agreements that 
normally drives dealers to concede to vari-
ous different demands from manufacturers 
that are not economically justified. 

Assessing Performance
More recently, “term agreements” have 

included hard line performance metrics or 
construction deadlines that seriously distin-
guish them from the typical agreement that 
manufacturers propose. These benchmarks, 
deadlines and detailed obligations must be 

reviewed and analyzed like the terms in any 
other contract outside the context of the deal-
er manufacturer relationship (when a dealer 
feels he/she has the protection of franchise 
laws that will strike unreasonable terms). 

Unless there is no reasonable alternative, 
dealers should always avoid agreeing to 
such onerous terms as a condition to their 
continuation as a franchised dealer. Dealers 
almost universally believe that their manu-
facturers inaccurately assess their perfor-

mance (whether reviewing market 
penetration numbers, in sells, out 
sells, etc.). However, when you agree 
with the manufacturer on bench-
marks that must be achieved for sales 
performance, many times you have 
eliminated your ability to argue that 
the manufacturer does not properly 
evaluate your performance or value in 

the market.
Unless a dealer has an up to date facility 

and/or has regularly hit the manufacturer’s 
sales performance goals, it is unlikely that 
a dealer will receive a renewal agreement 
without any additional terms and conditions. 
Instead, what can and should be expected in 
this market is a battle over your “commitment 
to the brand” and a test of your willingness to 
invest your capital (potentially unwisely) or 
agree to performance metrics (maybe unat-
tainable) for the perceived long term security 
of a multi-year or perpetual agreement. Sign 
these agreements at your peril!

t

Term Agreements
What it really means when your manufacturer only re-ups you for a year

by Josie Martinez and Scott Silverman

“Unless a dealer has an up to date 
facility, it is unlikely that a dealer will 
receive a renewal agreement without 
any additional terms and conditions.”

Scott Silverman and JoSie martinez  are 
attorneyS for mccarter & engliSh, llP.
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Who is an employee? That is a question with no definitive 
answer for both employers and the Internal Revenue Service. 
It is a factual determination and, if answered by the employer 
incorrectly in the eyes of the IRS, the taxes and penalties that can 
be imposed are significant.

Why is this distinction between employee and independent 
contractor suddenly so important? The IRS has launched a 
comprehensive program targeting worker classification and has 
begun a nationwide examination process that will include audits 
of taxpayers’ payroll tax filings and the classification of workers 
as independent contractors versus employees. 

The question of whether a worker is an employee or an independent 
contractor for federal income and employment tax purposes is a 
complex one. If a worker is an employee, then the employer must 
withhold federal income and other applicable payroll taxes, pay the 
employer’s share of FICA taxes and provide fringe benefits made 
available to all employees. In contrast, these obligations do not 
apply to a worker who is an independent contractor.

Under “common law” rules developed by courts, a worker 
generally is an employee for federal tax purposes if the employer 
has the right to control and direct the worker regarding the job to 
be done and how to do it. It is important to note that the employer 
does not have to actually control the services performed, just have 
the right to do so.

The IRS has a list of factors that it applies in its determination 
of whether the worker is an employee or an independent 
contractor. Key to this determination is the employer’s control 
over the worker. The more control exercised by the employer, the 
more likely the worker is an employee and not an independent 
contractor. Included in this list of factors are the following: 
• A worker who must comply with instructions about when, where, 
and how he or she is to work is ordinarily an employee. 
• Training a worker by teaming an experienced employee with the 
worker, by corresponding with the worker, by requiring him or 
her to attend meetings, or by using other methods, indicates the 
business wants the services performed in a particular method or 
manner. 
• Integration of the worker’s services into the business operations 
generally shows the worker is subject to direction and control.
• If the services must be rendered personally, the business probably 

is interested in the methods used to accomplish the work, as well 
as in the results.
• The fact that a business requires work to be performed on its 
premises suggests control over the worker (if the work could 
be done elsewhere). Work done off the premises, such as at 
the worker’s office, indicates some freedom from control. The 
importance of this factor depends on the type of services involved 
and whether an employer generally would require employees to 
do similar work on its premises.
• A business exhibits control over a worker if it requires him or her 
to perform services in a specific order or sequence.
• A business’s requirement that the worker submit regular or 
written reports indicates a degree of control over the worker.
• Payment by the hour, week, or month generally points to an 
employer-employee relationship, if this method of payment isn’t 
just a convenient way of paying a lump-sum agreed upon as the 
cost of a job. Payment by the job or on a straight commission basis 
generally indicates a worker is an independent contractor.
• A business exhibits characteristics of an employer if it supplies 
a worker with significant tools, materials, and other equipment, or 
ordinarily pays the worker’s business and/or traveling expenses.
• A worker exhibits independent contractor status if he or she 
invests in facilities that aren’t typically maintained by employees 
(e.g., renting his or her own office). 
• A worker who can realize a profit or suffer a loss as a result of 
his or her services generally is an independent contractor, but a 
worker who can’t is an employee. 
• A worker who performs more than minimal services for a 
number of unrelated businesses at the same time generally is an 
independent contractor. 
• The fact that a worker makes his or her services available to 
the general public on a regular and consistent basis indicates an 
independent contractor relationship.
• The right to fire a worker is a factor indicating that he or she is 
an employee. 

There is no exact number of factors that need to be satisfied 
to classify a worker as an employee and not an independent 
contractor. It becomes a “facts and circumstances” argument that 
can result in a substantial payroll tax assessment if a worker is not 
classified correctly.

What should you do to protect your dealership from such an 
assessment? Review with your controller all dealership workers 
that are not paid through payroll. Review the factors above with 
respect to the non-payroll workers and determine if they are 
misclassified. The cost of defending the dealership in an IRS 
examination, and paying the interest and penalties associated with 
such an assessment, far outweigh the costs of classifying workers 
as employees. 

t

ACCoUntinG

Employee or Contractor?
by Lauren 
Carnes 
lauren carneS iS a Partner and the tax di-
rector at o’connor & drew, P.c., and workS 
extenSively with auto dealerS in reSolving  
iSSueS with the internal revenue Service.
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The following letter was sent late this month to 
President Barack Obama  informing him of the situ-
ation faced by dealers battling increased costs in a 
struggling economy:

The Honorable Barack Obama
President of the United States
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20500

Dear Mr. President:
As groups representing truck dealers, manufactur-

ers, users, and other constituents of the trucking in-
dustry, we have been encouraged by your visits to 
Navistar’s Indiana assembly plant in August 2009, to 
the K. Neal International truck dealership in Hyatts-
ville, Maryland on June 4, 2010, and most recently to 
the Smith Electric Vehicles truck plant in Kansas City, 
Missouri on July 8, 2010. These visits demonstrate 
your interest in the success of this important domestic 

industry and to selling “clean and green” trucks.
As you probably discovered during your visits, 

despite significant progress in R&D and advanced 
technologies, the trucking industry is struggling from 
a lack of demand for new commercial trucks. While 
grants to build these trucks are welcome and encour-
aged, we strongly urge you to support federal tax in-
centives this year for the purchase of new, cleaner-
burning medium- and heavy-duty trucks.

Over 7.3 million people in the United States work in 
the trucking industry with dealers and trucking compa-
nies located in every state. Major final assembly manu-
facturing plants are located in Illinois, Indiana, North 
Carolina, Oregon, Texas, Virginia, Washington and 
West Virginia. In addition, numerous other states have 
large supplier parts and component manufacturers.  

In 2009, the sales and manufacturing of commercial 
vehicles reached historically low levels, down from 
about 544,000 in 2006 to 199,000 in 2009. Sales of 
the heaviest Class 8 trucks (over 33,000 lbs. GVWR) 
were at their lowest levels since 1983. In 2010, the 
situation remains relatively unchanged with most 
trucking companies postponing truck purchases due 

to economic uncertainty combined with near record 
unemployment levels and weak housing and construc-
tion markets. Most analysts speculate the market will 
remain “soft” for the foreseeable future. This slow-
down in demand has forced many final assembly 
plants, suppliers and commercial truck dealers to lay 
off thousands of workers. 

Now, on top of economic concerns, we are deal-
ing with the added cost of the 2010 Environmental 
Protection Agency nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions 
mandate, which have increased truck costs by an av-
erage of $6,000-10,000 depending on the size of the 
truck. Our industry has embraced the goals of lower-
ing NOx and particulate emissions from trucks. How-
ever, given the sluggish economy, trucking companies 
and owner-operators cannot afford the extra expense 
of a new truck with the cleanest engine. Instead, these 
higher costs will perpetuate the use of older, dirtier 
engines on the road for years and decades to come.   

Placing a short-term investment tax credit of 10% 
towards the purchase or lease of Class 8 heavy-duty 
trucks with certified 2010 engines along with a “green 
voucher” incentive for smaller Class 6 and Class 7 
medium-duty trucks with 2010 engines would provide 
an impetus for both trucking companies and owner-
operators to purchase the new, cleaner trucks. In doing 
so, manufacturers and suppliers could quickly hire (or 
re-hire) additional employees in the months follow-
ing enactment to accommodate an increased number 
of truck orders. 

Simply put, until the economy begins to demon-
strate signs of continued growth and stability, trucking 
companies will not commit to purchase these more 
expensive trucks. As a result, manufacturers and deal-
ers will not expand or hire new employees and if sales 
do not improve may lead to additional layoffs.

As you have stated during your recent visits, manu-
facturing will help lead our nation’s economic re-
covery. With commercial trucking representing the 
backbone of manufacturing and its supply chain, we 
welcome the interest you have shown in trucking and 
promotion of “green jobs” in our industry. We strong-
ly encourage you to examine the positive economic 
and environmental impacts that temporary tax credits 
for medium- and heavy-duty trucks could provide as 
part of your economic agenda.

 Sincerely,
American Truck Dealers

t

An Open Letter to President Obama

by Dick 
Witcher
Dick Witcher iS vice 
preSiDent of AtD AnD 
the DeAler principAl At 
MinuteMAn truckS, inc.

“Simply put, until the economy begins to 
demonstrate signs of continued growth and 

stability, trucking companies will not commit to 
purchase these more expensive trucks.”
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One of the inherent perils of profes-
sional success is that the larger your or-
ganization grows, the less oversight you 
can maintain on the day to day activities 
of your employees. 

Obviously, it is important to have sys-
tems in place to oversee each employee’s 
performance for both evaluation and for 
security purposes. However, in almost all 
organizations, no matter how robust these 
oversight systems are, there remains the 
potential for acts of employee dishonesty 
or fraud. 

Employee fraud can come in many dif-
ferent flavors, but clearly the most dam-
aging is fraudulent activity that damages 
your reputation with your customers or 
suppliers.

For example, an aggressive sales per-
son could falsify a potential customer’s 
financing application or rebate applica-
tion in order to ensure a sale, or perhaps 
increase the overall net sales price of a 
vehicle.

Such fraud is almost impossible to de-
tect to the extent that you have individual 
autonomous sales people in the office 
working directly with customers on a one-
on-one basis. However, upon a manufac-
turer’s audit of, for example, rebate appli-
cations, a manufacturer may discover that 
certain customers were either not eligible 
or otherwise disqualified from receiving 
certain rebates. 

In such an event, it is not the employee 
who is punished by the manufacturer, but 
rather the dealer in the form of reimburse-
ments, potential fines and other remedies 
that the manufacturer may have. Also, 
how does the dealer recoup monies lost 
based on the employee’s fraud and repair 
damage to its reputation?

The First Steps
Firstly and most obviously, upon learn-

ing of the fraud, a dealer may terminate 

the employee without fear of legal repri-
sals (obviously without taking into con-
sideration any extenuating circumstanc-
es). Additionally, cooperation with local 
law enforcement agencies to prosecute the 
employee for his criminal activity would 

portray the dealer in a favorable light as 
someone who does not take damage to its 
reputation easy.

In terms of recouping its dollars lost, 
a dealer may file an insurance claim to 
the extent that his insurance coverage 
includes employee’s acts of dishonesty. 
Most commercial policies either include 
such provisions in their standard coverage 
or make such coverage available as a rider 
to the policy. 

In any event, there are many issues 
with making such an insurance claim. You 
would have to prove that the employee’s 
act was intentional and not mere negli-
gence and that you, as employer, did not 
have knowledge of the employee’s dis-
honest acts. 

Additional issues arise with respect to 
the number of claims. For example, if the 
employee committed fraud on 20 separate 
occasions over a one-year period, would 
that be 20 separate insurance claims with 
each one subject to a separate deductible 
or should it be considered one claim as it 

was part of an overall scheme of dishon-
esty by a single individual?

Act Swiftly, But Rationally
What about money that is still owed to 

the employee for salary and commissions? 

In most cases, unless the cause of the loss 
was employee negligence, the employee 
wages can be offset by the employer for 
intentional dishonest acts and stealing. 

Regardless of the circumstances, upon 
learning of employee fraud, it is important 
to act swiftly, but rationally. These situ-
ations touch many different facets of law 
and it is important to seek professional ad-
vice when developing a plan of action to 
address the fraud. Perhaps more important-
ly, however, is addressing potential issues 
before they arise and making certain that 
adequate insurance coverage is in place. 

t

Employee Fraud
A Look at Employer’s Exposure and Remedies 

“Employee fraud can come in many 

different flavors, but clearly the most 

damaging is fraudulent activity that 

damages your reputation with your 

customers or suppliers.”

michael o’neil iS a 
Partner at the law 
firm of SchloSSberg, 
llc and can be 
reached at moneil@
SabuSineSSlaw.com

by Michael O’Neil
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After
As the Chrysler dealers left behind move on and    current dealers look ahead, a once-thriving American icon rebuilds

“How do you 
just say,  

‘You’re out’? 
That’s beyond 

my imagination.” 
—Nai Nan Ko

former Chrysler dealer
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  he closure of any business affects those with even the smallest roles – as evidenced by a Westminster Dodge 
employee who spent years ferrying customers between the dealership and the JFK/UMass T stop. 

In May 2009, Chrysler told the dealership – ranked in the top 15 percent in sales nationally – that it would be 
losing its franchise.

“There’s no loyalty,” the driver said as 
he drove away from the showroom the day 

before it was due to close. “Things 
have changed.”

A year later, those feelings 
may linger, but the rejected 
dealerships have all moved 
on in their own ways. Some 
former franchises are operat-
ing as independent used car 

dealerships. Others, like West-
minster Dodge, have found other 

franchises. They have been operating 
as a Thrifty used car sales dealership since 
October.

“It’s a tough economy,” GM Joe Lawlor 
said. “We’ve been doing okay. We’d like to 
be doing better, but we’re holding our own 
and making progress every day. It’s been a battle. There are no easy sales.”

As July came to a close, Westminster owner Jim Bickford said he was still waiting for the final arbitration 
decision.

“If we win, we’d open back up with Dodge,” Bickford said.
The odds for Chrysler dealerships fighting to win back their franchises in arbitration have been long. Just 7 

percent have succeeded nationally, with Bickford hoping that the drawn-out case and the fact that Westminster 
was the only Chrysler rooftop in Boston were signs of a favorable ruling.

continued on next page 

As the Chrysler dealers left behind move on and    current dealers look ahead, a once-thriving American icon rebuilds

by Tom Nash
T

the  Fall
Part 2

newton Chrysler dealer frank lupacchino says updates of 
the Chrysler 300 and Dodge Charger should help build on the 
excitement brought by the new Jeep Cherokee.
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‘I Have Nothing to Hide’
For Nai Nan Ko, the arbitration process ended more quickly, 

with his Midway Jeep and Dodge  franchises among the first to be 
listed as resolved in Chrysler’s favor in April. 

Ko, who also owns Toyota of Wellesley and a new Kia fran-
chise, says he has no regrets after taking on the company him-
self. He decided to go through the process without an attorney, 
and early on rejected a request that the proceedings be sealed. 
The Chrysler arbitration process, while technically all a matter of 
public record, has been shrouded in non-disclosure agreements 
throughout.

“I have nothing to hide,” he told them. “[The cases] have his-
toric value. The industry needs to learn from this process.”

In places ranging from dealer Internet forums to Automotive 
News, Midway Motors became an example of Chrysler’s strategy 
of arguing that dealerships with a competing franchise were a hin-
drance. In Midway’s case, Isuzu was part of the package.

The franchises were also losing money, like many dealerships 
around the time of the bankruptcies. But Ko says Chrysler’s prob-
lems, like GM’s, stemmed from lackluster products and ineffec-
tive management more than anything else. 

“From my personal standpoint, we run a profitable Toyota deal-
ership,” he said. “It’s obvious we were supporting a Chrysler/Jeep 
brand with Toyota’s earnings.” 

Despite that reality, Ko was ready to stick with Chrysler through 
its hard times, believing the company would eventually right itself.

“Were we stupid? Maybe. But we thought it would turn around.”

A Fresh Start? 
As the arbitrations came to a close in July, Chrysler confirmed 

what had been speculated for more than a year: Fiat franchises 
would again be coming to the United States.

Frank Lupacchino, who owns Clark and White Chrysler Jeep 
Dodge in Newton, said he was still gathering information about 
Chrysler’s plan to give out Fiat franchises, but liked the idea that 
the number would be held at 200.

“I understand their logic,” he said. “There needs to be enough 
throughput, and they shouldn’t water it down too much.” 

Ko, however, says the new franchise opportunity should have 
been offered to every Chrysler dealer, arguing that the decision to 
limit the number is just one example of why the company hasn’t 
rid itself of the corporate culture that brought their downfall.

“I don’t think [Chrysler] is going to come out right,” Ko said. 
“They’re not targeting the core reason they went out of business.”

Staying Competitive
Lupacchino has an understandably more pragmatic view. The 

fate of the company, he says, rests on the quality of its products.
“Every franchise has the same issues,” Lupacchino said. “If 

your product gets stale, you get a declining sale rate. That’s the 
price of entry.” 

Lupacchino said the new Jeep Cherokee, which hit showrooms 
this month, has so far been the kind of vehicle his Jeep customers 
have been looking for. As Chrysler continues to shed the percep-
tion that it’s finished, even loyal customers are eyeing the product 
line carefully. 

He’s hoping the new Chrysler 300 and Dodge Charger will gen-
erate a similar buzz. Otherwise, the future could be cloudy.

“That’s the marketplace we’re in,” he added. “If your product’s 
not competitive in terms of design and fuel economy, you’re not 
going to be viable.”

Moving On
Ko maintains that the arrogance displayed by Chrysler in the 

lead-up to its bankruptcy remains in place – and that he’s hope-
ful the process will serve as a lesson to those who would let the 
government help large corporations force out smaller businesses.

“It will be interesting to see how things evolve,” he said. “But 
we need to get it right.”

It didn’t take long for Ko to find a new franchise for his Fram-
ingham dealership, with Kia recently approaching him about 
Midway. The partnership is working well so far, which Ko says 
is a happy resolution. 

“I look at the difference  in anything like a coin has two sides 
of the story,” he said. “A lot of times, when a bad thing comes in, 
it has a positive side.

 “If Congress hadn’t bailed [Chrysler and GM] out, what 
would’ve happened? Liquidation. You’ve got a happy camp and a 
bitter camp. But the happy camp has to put in millions to fix their 
facilities. Can the happy camp survive? We don’t know yet. The 
other camp, they can retire or find something else to do.”

Meanwhile, Ko says even his more stable franchises are feeling 
the weight of the down economy.

“Even Toyota’s not a sure thing; Kia’s not a sure thing,” he 
added. “My suggestion is that everyone be happy.”

Jim Bickford might agree. With the deadline for notification of 
the arbitration results approaching, he finally got the word.

“It was euphoric,” Bickford said of the reaction when the favor-
able decision was announced at the dealership. “The excitement 
was overwhelming. Even though we thought we had a great case 
presented, we knew it still could have gone the other way.”

Bickford says he’ll reopen as a Dodge dealership “as quick 
as Chrysler allows me to,” which he estimates will be within 60 
days.

Last year, Bickford had expressed reservations about the pos-
sibility of continuing with Chrysler, given the way their decades-
long relationship had ended.

“I’m hoping it’s treated as a business relationship,” he said. 
“Chrysler did what they thought was in their best interest a year 
ago, and the arbitration board decided I was right and Chrysler 
made a mistake. So let’s move on.”

t
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More than 30 dealers from the Tri-
County area around Plymouth gathered 
for a reception at the Radisson Hotel prior 

to the June Board of Directors meeting. The reception served 

as a chance for members to socialize and speak with Barnstable 
County State Rep. Jeff Perry (R-Sandwich), who is vying for the 
Republican nomination for the Tenth Congressional District seat 
currently occupied by William Delahunt, who is retiring.  

state Rep. Jeff Perry with MsADA Past President Dana Good-
field and Medium/Heavy Duty Truck Director-at-Large Christine  
Alicandro.

PLYMOUTH

state rep. Perry Joins dealers at Tri-County Meeting

state Rep. Jeff Perry (R-sandwich) with MsADA executive Vice Presi-
dent Robert o’Koniewski, MsADA legislative Agent Jim Hurrell, Tracy 
Chevrolet owner Jeff Tracy and barnstable Country Director Gary beard.



BOSTON

Mass. Included among 
Possible Fiat Locations

Applications became available to Chrysler dealers this month 
for approximately 200 Fiat franchises expected to open in major 
metro areas by the end of this year.

According to Automotive 
News, Chrysler has included 
125 market areas in 41 states 
among the possible new lo-
cations. A separate show-
room and sales staff will be 
required for the franchise.

The first vehicle available 
will be the Fiat 500, expect-
ed by the end of this year. A 
convertible will be available 
in 2011, with an electric ver-
sion scheduled for 2012.

Herb Chambers told Automotive News that he’s looking forward 
to the chance to sell the car, as long as Chrysler manages the new 
initiative well.

“Boston is a commuter city,” Chambers told the newspaper. 

“Parking is a problem. Small cars, European flavor, great gas mile-
age – it all works in Boston.”

Decisions on which dealers have been selected for the franchises 
are expected in September, with sales expected to begin in 
December.

IRVINE, Calif.

Kia, Hyundai North america 
report record sales

Kia Motors America reported its highest sales ever last quar-
ter, with June sales numbers helping put the company at its high-
est point in its 18-year history. The company reported delivering 
93,373 units last quarter, with June numbers hitting 31,906. In a 
press release, Quirk Kia GM James Lewis said the company’s in-
creasingly well-known quality has won over new customers. “Kia 
has shined in this time of adversity,” Lewis said. “Models like the 
Forte provide exceptional design, performance and technology 
features at an unmatched price. Right now, that’s what our cus-
tomers here in New England need.” Kia’s sibling, Hyundai, also 
reported high numbers. The company sold 51,205 vehicles in June, 
an increase of 35 percent from last year and an all-time record for 
both June and the first half of the year.
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 “Parking is a 
problem. Small 
cars, European 
flavor, great gas 
mileage – it all 
works in Boston.” 
–Herb Chambers
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WASHINGTON, D.C.

Toyota drivers May Have 
Failed to Brake

While final conclusions are yet to be released, the me-
dia began reporting this month that the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration found “pedal misapplica-
tion” was the cause of at least some of the recent incidents 
of runaway Toyotas.

According to The Wall Street Journal, no issues were 
found with the electronic throttle, although the NHTSA 
has not confirmed or denied the results of their investiga-
tion.

In its coverage of the report, The Boston Globe stat-
ed that there have been seven fatal accidents causing 10 
deaths since 2003 involving Toyotas in New England 
where the issue of unintended acceleration was raised.

BOSTON

area dealerships receive 
Lexus Elite status

Four Massachusetts Lexus dealers were included 
among the recently released Elite of Lexus list for 2009. 
The benchmarks for 
the status include 
high customer satis-
faction and meeting 
operational and certi-
fication goals.

Ira Lexus, Herb 
Chambers Lexus, 
Lexus of Northbor-
ough and Lexus of 
Watertown all re-
ceived the honor.

BOSTON

Man attempts Car Theft 
with Fake Grenade

The sales staff at Expressway Toyota encountered a man 
wielding what looked like a grenade earlier this month. 
He had been test-driving a Mercedes and pulled the de-
vice from his pocket. According to the Associated Press, 
he told a sales person, “Get back or I will blow this up.”

Dealership staff called police, and the man was appre-
hended with the fake grenade a short time later.

The 27-year-old suspect pleaded not guilty to attempt-
ed armed robbery, and was ordered to undergo a mental 
health evaluation.
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WOBURN

area Company Bets on road-ready 
Plane 

A local company is preparing what could be the next step in automotive in-
novation: a plane that can double as a street-legal car.

Terrafugia, the Wo-
burn-based company 
that has developed the 
aircraft, says the aircraft 
requires a pilot license 
(with 120 hours seat time) 
but must stay out of com-
mercial aircraft space. It 
can reach speeds of 165 
mph in the air and 65 mph 
on the ground.

“Terrafugia’s philosophy is to design a vehicle for pilots that brings additional 
ground capability to an airplane instead of attempting to make a car fly,” the 
company states on its website.

The first model is expected to be available for sale in the fourth quarter of 
2011. They expect to make around 400, with a retail price of around $200,000. 
The company says 70 pre-orders have been received so far. 
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DEARBORN, Mich.

Ford Unveils 2011 Explorer on 
Facebook 

On July 26, as we were going to press, the 2011 Ford Explorer was unveiled 
in New York City via Facebook, a move that turned the already anticipated 
update into a media frenzy.

The decision to rely on social media instead of the traditional auto show 
unveiling comes after the success of a Facebook campaign for the 2011 Ford 
Fiesta, which involved 100 “agents” being given the cars to drive for six 
months while giving updates on the site.

DEARBORN, Mich.

Worcester Tech Competes in 
Ford/aaa Competition Finals

Worcester Technical High school, which was sponsored by MsADA at 
the national Automotive Technology Competition in new york in April, 
competed against other schools from around the country at ford’s na-
tional headquarters in the Ford/AAA Student Auto Skills Competition in 
June. from left, instructor Clifford Worthley with students Alexis Paredes 
and evan Hine.

WEdNEsdaY, JULY 28
• southern auto auction, East Windsor, CT
• Lynnway auto auction, Lynn, Ma 

THUrsdaY, JULY 29
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North andover, Ma
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• In Control advanced driver Training
    Weymouth, Ma
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sUNdaY, aUGUsT 8
• In Control advanced driver Training

North andover, Ma
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sUNdaY, aUGUsT 15
• In Control advanced driver Training
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WEdNEsdaY, aUGUsT 18
• southern auto auction, East Windsor, CT
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• In Control advanced driver Training
    Weymouth, Ma

WEdNEsdaY, aUGUsT 25
• southern auto auction, East Windsor, CT
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    International auto show Preview Night Gala

Calendar 
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nAdA Update

WASHINGTON – House and Senate conference commit-
tee negotiators voted in the early morning hours of Friday, 
June 25, to exclude Main Street auto dealers from sweeping 
legislation to overhaul the nation’s financial system. The 
long-fought victory preserves dealer-assisted financing as 
an affordable option for car buyers.

“Today’s vote by the conference committee is truly a win 
for consumers,” said NADA Chairman Ed Tonkin “Deal-
er-assisted financing will continue to provide more conve-
nience, more competition and more choices for car buyers.”

“This is also a testament to the hard work of all of the 
auto dealers and dealership employees around the country 
who made sure that the merits of the issue were heard. Their 
grassroots efforts truly made today’s victory possible,” 
Tonkin added.

Congress finally sent on to the president its Wall Street re-
form legislation. The real battle took place in the bill’s con-
ference committee. The committee’s favorable vote came 
after stiff opposition to the exemption by the White House, 
Pentagon, the Department of Treasury and other groups. 
Automotive News summarized the battle over the bill in an 
article published June 28. 

“In the end, NADA prevailed because, with members 
united, it got rank-and-file Democrats in the House and Sen-
ate to buck their leaders and the president,” the article says. 

Tonkin sent a message to all members, thanking them for 
the many weeks of continued engagement. “I want to per-
sonally thank everyone for putting forth such a sustained 
and effective effort on behalf of dealer-assisted financing,” 
he said. “This is a victory for consumers who will now con-
tinue to have access to affordable and convenient credit op-
tions at dealerships.”

In late 2009, Rep. John Campbell (R-Calif.) generated 
strong bipartisan support for an amendment to exclude deal-
er-assisted financing from an unwieldy new agency with al-
most unlimited authority to fundamentally alter the vehicle 
financing process. 

After the Campbell amendment passed the House, Sen. 
Sam Brownback (R-Kan.) authored an amendment to do 
the same. Grassroots efforts by dealers and dealership em-
ployees garnered a 60-30 vote urging Senate conferees to 
exclude dealerships from the proposed agency. As a conces-
sion to secure the dealer exclusion, the Federal Trade Com-
mission, which already oversees dealer-assisted financing, 
was granted expedited rule-writing authority over unfair or 
deceptive practices.

For more information, visit www.NADA.org/KeepCredit 
Affordable.

Memo Issued on Possible UAW Toyota 
Dealership Picketing

With the recent news that the United Auto Workers are 
considering picketing Toyota dealerships across the country 
in protest of the ongoing labor dispute regarding Toyota’s 
NUMMI plant in Fremont, Calif., NADA issued a memo to 
dealers regarding handbilling and picketing.

As a general rule, a union and its members may engage in 
consumer handbilling in public areas, such as sidewalks and 
parking lots, to publicize a dispute even though that dispute 
is not with the dealership but is instead with some other 
employer. However, unions engaged in handbilling do not 
have the right to block ingress/egress, to damage property, 
or to threaten individuals with harm.

The union members may also engage in, or attempt to 
engage in picketing. Picketing is more tightly regulated that 
handbilling, and unions do not have a right to picket at a 
dealership if the objective is to encourage the general public 
to boycott that dealership or to encourage the dealership’s 
workforce to strike or not cross the picket line. Picketing 
may also be unlawful if the objective is to interfere with 
deliveries to the dealership.

NADA Argues Against So-Called ‘Right to 
Repair’ Provision in Auto Safety Bill

NADA recently sent a letter to all Senators outlining the 
association’s concerns with Senate bill S. 3181, the so-
called “right to repair” bill, arguing the measure is unneces-
sary, as repair data is commercially available to indepen-
dent repair shops through manufacturer and third-party Web 
sites. The legislation may be offered as an amendment to 
vehicle safety legislation focused on the sudden unintended 
acceleration in Toyotas. Earlier this summer, NADA voiced 
opposition to several components of the auto safety bill, in-
cluding a proposed tax of $3-$9 on new cars that the Sec-
retary of Transportation would have the discretion to raise 
beginning in 2014 without the direct consent of Congress.

In other NADA news…

Summer 2010 Regulatory Review  
Now Available

The Summer 2010 issue of the NADA Regulatory Re-
view was recently sent to all ATAEs and ATAE counsel. The 
issue contains a number of active links so readers can view 
relevant regulations and other materials just by clicking 

continued on next page

Auto Dealers Excluded from Wall Street Bill
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on them. Some of the topics covered in the issue include: 
Extension on COBRA premiums; Toyota dealer recall du-
ties; new fuel economy/GHG rules; and UNICAP concerns. 
The issue is available at http://www.nada.org/Publications/
Regulatory+Review/default.htm.You will need a username 
and password to access the publication online.

Registration for 2011 Convention & Expo in 
San Francisco Opens Online July 26

NADA will open online registration and housing for the 
2011 Convention & Expo on July 26. You can register by 
visiting www.NADAConventionAndExpo.org. Detailed in-
formation about each hotel and a map of its location is also 
available online. More than 20 hotels have been secured, 
and rates have been reduced, ranging from $139-$269. Look 
for promotional materials in the mail soon, as well.

NADA Announces Changes to 2011  
Convention & Expo

Several exciting changes are in store at the 2011 NADA 
Convention & Expo in San Francisco, Feb. 5-7. The regis-
tration process has been streamlined to give dealers more 
flexibility. Registrants will now receive only one confirma-
tion for both their registration and housing arrangements. 
They will also have the option to receive their credentials 
(badge) by mail, instead of waiting in line onsite. 

NADA also has a new format for general sessions, which 
will be held inside the Moscone Center West Hall instead 
of the San Francisco civic center, so dealers will no longer 
have to take a shuttle to a separate venue. Workshops and 
speakers will be announced later this summer. 

NADA Moves Forward with Social Media
NADA’s Public Affairs department is helping the associa-

tion spearhead a comprehensive social media strategy that 
includes training, posting/monitoring guidelines, market-
ing/promotions and cross-branding campaigns. The goal is 
to increase NADA’s presence in the social media realm, and 
help each department communicate more effectively. 

Also on the social media front, NADA’s Information 
Technology committee is helping educate dealers on how 
to use this medium to communicate more effectively with 
customers and prospects, and NADA University’s Learning 
Hub recently hosted a Webinar with social media consultant 
Jared Hamilton. Hamilton’s workshop at the NADA con-
vention was among the highest rated because he knows how 
social media and online marketing can help dealers’ bottom 
line, and he explains it in a way that allows dealers to take 
immediate action. 

If you missed the Webinar, you can still catch the archived 
version online at www.NADAuniversity.com. 

NADA University Announces On-Site 
Seminars on Both Coasts

East Coast onsite seminars will continue to be held at the 
NADA Academy in McLean, Va. These seminars, ranging 
from 2 ½ days to five days in length, are taught by NADA 
Academy instructors and provide real-world solutions for 
improving business performance. Here’s the latest schedule 
of onsite seminars on both coasts:
• Advanced Heavy Truck Service Management, Aug. 23-
27, McLean, Va.

• Heavy Truck Body Shop Management, Aug. 23-25, 
McLean, Va.

• Heavy Truck Lease & Rental Operations Management, 
Aug. 25-27, McLean, Va.

• Parts & DMS Management, Oct. 11-15, Cerritos, Calif.
• Advanced Service Management, Nov. 1-5, Cerritos, Calif.
• By the Numbers Financial Management, Nov. 8-12, Cer-
ritos, Calif.

Seats Still Available for Final Classes of 
Academy 2010

There are only four remaining class starts in 2010: Dealer 
Candidate Academy (for successors) in September and Oc-
tober and General Dealership Management (for dealers and/
or general managers) also in September and October. The 
new 20 Group best-in-class online composite is now fully 
integrated into the Academy program—a real plus for in-
coming students. Contact academy@nada.org to learn more 
about the department manager sit-in option for Academy 
participants and alumni or to submit an application today.

20 Group Posts Sample Composite Online, 
Adds Lexus, Kia

20 Group members are learning the myriad features and 
benefits of their best-in-class online composite and manage-
ment tools through training with sample car and truck com-
posites posted online. Training is also available for new and 
prospective members, to let them test-drive the composite as 
a management tool. In other news, a Lexus Sales Managers’ 
group is launching this month, with a new Kia 20 Group 
following in August. For more information on the Academy 
and 20 Group, contact NADA University customer service 
at (800) 577-6232 or visit www.NADAuniversity.com.
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